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Abstract—Although volumetric phenomena are important for realistic rendering and can even be a crucial component in the
image, the artistic control of the volume’s appearance is challenging. Appropriate tools to edit volume properties are missing,
which can make it necessary to use simulation results directly. Alternatively, high-level modifications that are rarely intuitive, e.g.,
the tweaking of noise function parameters, can be utilized.
Our work introduces a solution to stylize single-scattering volumetric effects in static volumes. Hereby, an artistic and intuitive
control of emission, scattering and extinction becomes possible, while ensuring a smooth and coherent appearance when
changing the viewpoint. Our method is based on tomographic reconstruction, which we link to the volumetric rendering equation.
It analyzes a number of target views provided by the artist and adapts the volume properties to match the appearance for
the given perspectives. Additionally, we describe how we can optimize for the environmental lighting to match a desired scene
appearance, while keeping volume properties constant. Finally, both techniques can be combined. We demonstrate several use
cases of our approach and illustrate its effectiveness.
Index Terms—artist control, optimization, participating media
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I NTRODUCTION

Computer graphics allows us to depict virtual worlds
with stunning visual complexity by simulating laws
of nature in combination with an accurate description
of a virtual scene. Volumetric phenomena [1], [2], [3],
[4] are an important element to make synthetic scenes
appear richer and less sterile. Usually, participating
media are often represented by voxels, which store
physical properties such as extinction, absorption, and
scattering behavior. Nonetheless, it is difficult to select
the right parameters for each volume element. Often,
volumes are populated by means of simulation [5]
or procedural models [6], but such solutions remain
non-intuitive and do not allow for simple fine-grained
appearance control. Although specialized approaches
have been introduced for shape control [7], [8], an
intuitive control of the volume’s parameters to ensure
a certain appearance under complex illumination conditions is missing.
It is true that physical accuracy is not necessarily
mandatory for a convincing image, but it is difficult
to achieve plausible results without a proper physical
basis. For this reason, artists often start with a realistic
simulation before modifying the appearance, e.g., [9],
[10], [11]. Unfortunately, changing the appearance of
volumes is difficult. Due to transparency, changes
applied in one view usually affect the entire data set

in a non-intuitive manner. Hence, matching a certain
appearance while maintaining a realistic overall look
is difficult.
We investigate appearance control and let the user
modify a static volume directly to match its appearance for certain viewpoints using familiar image editing operations. The user can be completely
oblivious of physical models and does not need to
estimate the influence of environmental illumination.
All that needs to be provided is a drawing of the
desired scene appearance for some viewpoints and
our algorithm optimizes the physically-based properties (albedo, emission, or -under special conditionsextinction) in order to match the appearance as well
as possible. Alternatively, the user can also let the system optimize the environmental illumination, or both.
For the adjustment of the volume’s properties, our
solution is limited to single-scattering. Nevertheless,
even with this restriction many important cues are
captured and images remain convincing. This choice
also ensures that interactive editing sessions become
possible with update times in the order of seconds.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
•
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•

Based on the radiative transport equation, we
derive conditions under which static volumeappearance stylization via a fast linear optimization is possible (Sec. 4.1).
The implementation of our approach is efficient
in terms of execution time and memory cost
(Sec. 5).
We present an environmental lighting optimization that can be coupled with the volume stylization (Sec. 4.4).
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Original volume

Stylized volume

Fig. 1. Volume stylization of an environmentally lit, static smoke of an volcano. On the left, we show the original
volume model, whereas on the right, the volume was stylized to increase the atmospheric tension of the scene.
The modifications include a yellow to red to gray color gradient, and a red color cast, that mimics an active
glow from the inside. We further added irregular red/yellow stripes that are commonly used in comics to give the
impression of ongoing dynamics. Our technique optimizes for the static volume properties emission and albedo
from a handful of user defined images. Rendering the new volume reveals details following the user input such
as the glow from the center of the volume.

In this paper, we extend existing work on volume
stylization, published at the ACM Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games [12]. With respect to
this previous publication, we present several novelties
in this article. We show how our solution can be used
to optimize the environmental lighting while keeping
the volume properties constant (Sec. 4.4). Previously,
such optimizations have only been applied in the
context of surface-based representations [13]. Here, we
show how to extend these optimizations to the context
of volume data. We also analyze the applicability of
the stylization method to animated scenes.
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R ELATED W ORK

Producing realistic volumetric data sets is known
to be difficult, which is one of the reasons for the
existence of various methods that capture properties
of natural phenomena; flames [14], smoke [15], [16],
or refractive elements [17], [18]. Often, the process
involves tomographic reconstruction [14], [16], [18].
It is surprising, that even a small number of views
(8 to 16) often leads to a convincing volumetric
description. This is one of our motivations to define volume properties in an image-based fashion.
Nonetheless, previous work employed simple image
formation models and restricted the capturing process
to a single phenomenon such as emission [14], [16],
or refraction [18]. One exception is the work by Lintu
et al. [19]. They attempt to recover emission and absorption simultaneously to reconstruct a nebula from
astronomical observations. In contrast, one of our
goals is to artistically control and modify volumes to
achieve a certain appearance under complex lighting.
Even for a skilled artist, it is often very difficult to
tweak the appearance of a scene without destroying
its plausible appearance. For this reason, many artistic
modifications start from a physical simulation that is

modified until the desired appearance is achieved.
Unfortunately, these modifications are often complicated because physically-based parameters can be
non-intuitive and the physical models complex. More
intuitive manipulation means have been investigated
for light-source editing [20] or modifications to the
light transport of spot lights [10], indirect light [9],
and shadows [21].
Participating media have received little attention
due to the very complex relationships between the
volume’s properties and its final rendering. An approach for sub-surface scattering [22] exists and the
results can look convincing, yet the scattering needs
to be relatively strong and objects should be rather
opaque. Light beams [11] also include volumetric
effects, but the focus is on light modification, not
on changing the properties of the medium. The approach allows even non-physical modifications, such
as curved rays. Nonetheless, the volume-rendering
process is split into multiple functions that are
changed individually instead of a global optimization procedure. Finally, both methods also rely on
specialized rendering routines, whereas we target the
modification of the properties of a volume. Hereby,
the influence on appearance is consistent with the radiative transport equation [23]. Hence, standard rendering techniques can be employed with our solution.
Recently, Hašan and Ramamoorthi [24] presented an
approximation to quickly re-render an image under
full light transport after a change of the albedo of
a volume. While they share some goals with our
work, they do not present a general approach to edit
the actual albedo parameters of a volume. Further,
the approximation is limited to dense volumes and
requires a costly and memory intensive preprocess.
In the field of scientific visualization, transfer functions have been used and studied to get a better un-
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derstanding of the underlying data and reveal hidden
information. While methods in scientific visualization
share a similar goal of appearance change [25], [26],
they iteratively update the transfer function based on
direct user interactions. In contrast, our method builds
on an inverse approach to derive physical volume
parameters that match target images when rendered.
More closely related is the problem of style-transfer
from a photograph to a 3D scene. Some approaches
rely on heuristics and an exhaustive search to discover
good material properties [27] or are limited to a
certain type of scene [28]. The latter work is similar in
its goals to our work, in the sense that the parameters
of an artificial cloud are to be modified. In their work,
a style is transferred from a photograph to a single
view-dependent rendering. In contrast to our solution,
the authors aim at estimating a few global volume parameters in a non-linear optimization scheme instead
of estimating per-voxel properties.
One could also consider the modification of the
environmental illumination to optimize the volume’s
appearance instead of the volume itself. While previous work showed such inverse rendering solutions for
surface-based scenes [13], [29], we propose an efficient
solution for volume data. A recent example for inverse
rendering derives light-source parameters based on
user input for a fixed number of light sources [30].
Again, the optimization is non-linear and treated as a
black box that uses rendering as an evaluation process
to uncover the optimal parameter set. In general, it
is important to realize that non-linear functions are
often difficult to optimize. They often suffer from local
minima and, due to numerical differentiation, certain
limits exist in the number of parameters that can be
optimized for. Usually, only a slow convergence is
achieved. In our solution, we opt for a linear optimization to ensure a fast execution of our algorithm.
Our work also shares some characteristics with
recent developments in fabrication. Previous work
showed solutions to built physical shapes that have
a predefined way of interacting with light in the real
world. These methods make it possible to produce objects that cast certain shadows [31], [32], caustics [33],
[34], or exhibit a certain surface reflectance [35]. Such
work also relates to light-field display technology [36],
[37], 6D displays [38], or other special displays [39],
[40] that make it possible to achieve a specific appearance when uniformly illuminating from the back and
observing under particular viewing angles.
In contrast to our work, these methods consider
only a small number of three to five layered light
modulating planes which are viewed from a welldefined viewing zone. Further, the approaches involve only one type of effect, such as absorption [39],
[40] or change of polarization [36]. Our goal is to
give control over appearance of volumes having a
full resolution along all three spatial dimensions. We
consider complex and full surround views and com-
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Fig. 2. Single scattering: Radiance is accumulated
along the view ray. At each sample point xt the emitted
and incoming attenuated light is scattered towards the
observer (Lm = Lemit + Lscat ) positioned at xc along a
ray with direction −ωi .

plex environmental illumination. Further, we consider
many properties of the volume, which can be easily
defined for our rendering context, but that would lead
to problems for physical object manufacturing. One
particular example are refracted rays that we can trace
through the known volume.
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BACKGROUND

This section covers the necessary background of our
approach; we review the volumetric rendering equation and show that it can be inverted under certain
conditions. The inversion leads to a tomographic
problem which is solved by inverting a large-scale
linear system.
We start by reviewing volumetric rendering. This
process simulates how light interacts with participating media. Further, we will introduce the main volume properties that have an effect on the appearance.
This background will be useful to understand how we
offer control over appearance.
Rendering complex light transport in participating
media is done by solving the radiative transport
equation [23]. It applies the physical scattering cross
section model, a hypothetical area that describes the
likelihood of light being absorbed, scattered, or emitted in a specific region of the volume. For the moment,
we do not consider refraction, which will be discussed
in Sec. 5.2. We summarize all symbols in Tab. 1.
The emission Lemit (x), albedo ρ(x), and extinction
σt (x) coefficients of a volume V describe its optical
properties with sufficient accuracy for high quality
volume rendering. In the following, we therefore formulate volume rendering in the context of these three
spatially-dependent volume parameters that we will
later optimize for (Sec. 4):
The light incident at a point in the scene x (e.g.,
the camera position) from direction ωi consists of two
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Symbol

Volume properties
Extinction coefficient (in range [0; ∞], it holds:
σt = σs + σa )
Scattering coefficient (likelihood to scatter incoming light)
Absorption coefficient (likelihood to absorb incoming light)
Albedo, i. e. , σs (x) = σt (x) ρ(x).
Radiance emitted by the volume
Scattering phase function

σt
σs
σa
ρ
Lemit
f

Description
x, xs
ω, ωi/o , Ω
Li/o
Lm
Tr (xa , xb )

Position, background surface hit by view ray or
infinity
Direction, incoming/outgoing, unit sphere of
directions
Radiance incoming/outgoing
Medium
R radiance outgoing from volume point
:= e− c σt (xt )dt - Transmittance or probability,
that a photon travels along an arc-length parameterized curve c from xa to xb

TABLE 1
Symbols used for volume rendering

image1
ok-1
ok
ok+1

Li (x, ωi ) = Tr (x, xs ) Lo (xs , −ωi ) +
Z
Tr (x, xt ) σt (x) Lm (xt , −ωi ) dt.

(1)

c

The first summand is the reflected radiance at the
first visible surface or the emitted radiance from the
background attenuated by the out-scattering due to
the volume, Tr (x, xs ). The second is the medium
radiance Lm (x, ωo ), which is emitted directly or inscattered at each point xt along the light path c and
again attenuated by the volume. Consequently, we
split Lm (x, ωo ) into emission and in-scattering:
Lm (x, ωo ) = Lemit (x, ωo ) + ρ(x) Lscat (x, ωo ).

(2)

The outgoing direction at the points xs and xt is
defined as the direction towards the scene point x,
i.e., ωo = −ωi . Emission is the simpler part; the likelihood of a volume element to emit a fixed radiance
is independent of direction and regardless of other
properties of the volume:
Lemit (x, ωo ) = Lemit (x).

(3)

The albedo is multiplying the in-scattering integral,
properly modulating the scattered light by the likelihood that scattering and not absorption occurs. Determining in-scattering requires integrating over the
entire unit sphere surrounding the point to gather
incoming light, which is then modulated by the phase
function (the volumetric equivalent to BRDFs for surfaces; while not limited by our method, in practice,
we use an isotropic phase function for convenience).
Z
Lscat (x, ωo ) =
f (x, (ωi · ωo )) Li (x, ωi ) dωi .
Ω

image2
on-1
on
on+1

Fig. 3. Volume from two viewpoints. Problem: Changing one voxel v1 influences several pixels in image1
(ok−1 , ok , ok+1 ) and in image2 (on−1 , on , on+1 )
To compute the incoming light Li (x, ωi ) in
Lscat (x, ωo ), one has to apply Eq. 1 recursively, which
makes volume rendering hard. For simplification,
multiple volume scattering is often ignored, i. e. ,
Li (x, ωi ) := Tr (x, xs ) Lo (xs , ωi ); only light originating outside the volume (environmental, direct light
sources. . . ) is considered, see Fig. 2. In the following,
we also apply this approximation.
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VOLUME & L IGHT R ECONSTRUCTION

To control appearance, we want the user to define a
single or multiple images describing the desired target
views of the volume. For these images, we invert the
volume-rendering process to optimize for the properties, describing the volume. We treat images as a collection of N constraint pixels. Given the corresponding
camera view, a pixel with index k ∈ [1; N ] corresponds
to a ray (origin xk and direction ω k ). We denote its
value Lki (xk , ω k ) and, if applicable, the position of the
first hit surface xks , which otherwise is the background
at ∞. We want to modify properties of a volume
V , such that rendering with V , yielding Li (xk , ω k ),
matches the pixel constraint, Li (xk , ω k ) = Lki (xk , ω k ).
For example, one could modify the emission field of
V to match a given appearance.
4.1

Volume Reconstruction

A single pixel constraint can influence many voxels
and, inversely, two pixel constraints might imply
changes on one and the same voxel. We illustrate this
situation in Fig. 3. Consequently, a perfect solution
might not always be possible.
Instead, we seek to find a coefficient vector
a :=
P
(. . . , ai , . . .) such that a linear combination i ai υ i (x)
of known basis functions υ i defines a property of the
volume such that the constraint pixels are matched
best.
From a mathematical point of view, the basis functions could have global support. However, in practice,
using a basis with spatially local support speeds up
the reconstruction. One convenient choice for a basis
are box functions associated to the volume’s voxels,
which corresponds to nearest-neighbor sampling of
a 3D texture. Using triangle functions allows us to
consider linearly interpolated solutions as well.
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Next, we will show that the best match for emission,
scattering, and extinction can be obtained by solving
a linear system
(4)

o = Wa,

where a are the basis coefficients to be computed. The
observations o := (. . . , ok , . . .)T involve the constraint
pixel values, and the matrix W := (. . . , wik , . . .)T is
derived from the volume rendering equation.
4.2 Property Reconstruction
The volume parameter reconstruction implies that
Eq. 1 needs to be linearized. In the following, we
derive the entries of matrix W that enable the estimation of specific volume properties. The derivation
is carried out for a single constraint pixel, i. e. , for one
row of matrix W.
We isolate volume properties that can be linearly
optimized. All other volume properties are assumed
to be fixed and summarized into the coefficients of
matrix W and the observation vector o, respectively.
4.2.1 Emission
The derivation starts with Eq. 1 in conjunction with
Eqs. 2 and 3. For a constraint pixel k, we obtain:
Lki (xk , ω k ) = Tr (xk , xks ) Lo (xks , ω k ) +
Z
Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) (Lemit (xt ) + ρ(x)Lscat (xt , ω k )) dt.
c

The integral is carried out along a straight ray c
connecting the view position xk and the first point
on the background xs . We will later describe how
refracted rays can be incorporated (Sec. 5.2).
Assuming single scattering, we can split the integral
into emitted and scattered light and unify all fixed
values in ok :
ok := Lki (xk , ω k ) − Tr (xk , xks ) Lo (xks , ω k )−
Z
Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) ρ(x) Lscat (xt , ω k ) dt
c
Z
= Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) Lemit (xt ) dt.
(5)
c

We represent Lemit (xt ) by a linear combination of
basis functions, whose integral can be computed:
Z
X

ok = Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt )
Liemit υ i (xt ) dt
c

=

X
i

i

Liemit

Z

ok := Lki (xk , ω k ) − Tr (xk , xks ) Lo (xks , ω k )−
Z
Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) Lemit (xt ) dt
c
Z
= Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) Lscat (xt , ω k ) ρ(xt ) dt.
c

With single scattering, Lscat (xt , ω k ) is independent
of ρ, and we can solve for the latter. More precisely,
representing the field of ρ with a linear combination
of basis functions, we obtain:

X Z
ok =
ρi
Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) Lscat (xt , ω k ) υ i (xt ) dt
c

i
k

=: (~
ρ · w ).
Again, the coefficients are defined via an integral that
translates to a ray marching process involving the
known properties of the volume and the coefficient
vector is a = ρ
~ in this case.
4.2.3 Emission & Albedo
The combination of emission and albedo can be jointly
optimized because Lemit and ρ are linearly independent, i.e., entering as two different summands in
Eq. 2. In this case, the coefficient vector becomes
~ emit ; ρ
a = [L
~].
4.2.4 Extinction
The extinction coefficient can only be reconstructed
if we assume that the volume’s outgoing radiance is
constant, i. e. , Lm (x, ω) = Lm (x0 , ω 0 ) = const. ∀x0 , ω 0 .
In this case, our problem becomes similar to computed tomography (compare Sec. 4.3). As extinction
is mostly used to define the overall shape of the
volume and usually the first property to be derived,
this restriction is usually not too problematic (Sec. 4.3).
Starting with Eq. 1 and expanding Tr :
R

Lki (xk , ω k ) = e− c σt (xt )dt Lo (xks , ω k )+
Z
R
e− c σt (xt )dt σt (xt0 ) Lm (xt0 , ω k ) dt0 .
c

We employ the linear combination of basis functions and can rewrite the first summand:


Tr (xk , xt ) σt (xt ) υ i (xt ) dt

c

~ emit · wk ).
=: (L

4.2.2 Albedo
For albedo optimization, we can establish a similar
linearization as for emission. Combining volume rendering (Eq. 1) and the constraints from a pixel k, we
obtain - similar to Eq. 5:

(6)

The coefficients of the above equation are defined
by an integral corresponding to single ray passing
through the volume. Combining all equations defined
by the constraint pixels, we obtain a linear system. The
M
T
~ emit = [L1
coefficient vector is a = L
emit . . . Lemit ] in
this case with M as the number of unknowns and
basis functions.

Lo (xks , ω k ) e−

R P
c

σti υ i (xt )dt

Lo (xks , ω k )

Y

e

(7)

=

−σti

υ i (xt )dt
c

R

.

i

Concerning the second summand, we exploit the
constant outgoing radiance and remove Lm from the
integral.R The remainder can be integrated, yielding
s
1 − e− 0 σt (xt )dt . Mathematically, the result can be
shown by decomposing σt into a piecewise-constant
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approximation and splitting the outer integral accordingly [2]. Then each integral can be solved and the result recombined. This proof is valid for any Riemannintegrable extinction function. The proof also follows
logically; the above remainder is the probability that
a ray from the camera passes through the volume
without hitting a particle, so it is one minus the
probability that a ray is stopped. Now, we can use a
transformation similar to the first summand to obtain:
R i
Y
i
Lki (xk , ω k ) =
Lo (xks , ω k )
e−σt c υ (xt )dt +
i



Lm 1−
= Lm +

(Lo (xks , ω k )

− Lm )

Y
i
Y

i

e−σt

R

i

R

e−σt

c

c

υ i (xt )dt

υ i (xt )dt


.

i

Finally, we apply a logarithm to obtain a linear system
in σti :
Y

R i
i
Lk (xk , ω k ) − Lm
) = ln
e−σt c υ (xt )dt
ok := ln( i k k
Lo (xs , ω ) − Lm
i
Z

R
X
X
−σti c υ i (xt )dt
=
ln(e
)=
−σti
υ i (xt )dt .
i

i

c

Gathering all extinction coefficients σti in a vector
σ~t , the coefficient vector of the linear system becomes
a = σ~t .
4.3

Discussion of Volume Reconstruction

In all three cases that we discussed previously, we
start with the volume rendering integral that contains
the volume property of interest. The target field is
represented as a linear combination of basis functions, which allows us to move the coefficients out
of the integral, and, hereby, to isolate the unknowns.
The same process is applied in computed tomography [41], which corresponds to our reconstruction
of the extinction coefficient. However, different from
medical computed tomography, we have to deal with
inconsistent user input, i. e. , for which there may be
no solution that would satisfy o = Wa. Therefore, we
opt for a solution in the least squares sense WT o =
WT Wa, which means that the optimal solution in our
sense minimizes the quadratic function ||Wa − o||2 .
Extinction describes the overall shape of a volume,
but it is hard to optimize for. Emission and albedo
are sufficient to change the appearance of an existing volume. Extinction cannot simultaneously be
estimated in combination with emission or albedo,
since it involves the solution of a complex non-linear
problem, which is linearized by going into log-space.
However, it is possible to begin with the reconstruction of extinction if Lm is constant. Hence, one can
solve this simplified problem in a first step. Based on
this result, one can then add scattering light and refine
the appearance by estimating albedo and emission
while lifting the constraint that Lm is constant.

4.4

Light Reconstruction

Alternatively to modifying the volume properties,
one might also consider changing the environmental
illumination. In the following, we explain how to add
this additional optimization possibility, which aims at
optimizing only the lighting of the scene in order to
match the desired volume appearance as closely as
possible. The volume properties emission, albedo and
extinction are assumed to be spatially varying, but
constant in this situation.
Light transport behaves linearly when employing
the models typically used in rendering and one can
formulate the complete light transport (including
bounces) as a linear light transport operator T [42]
applied to the outgoing radiance Lo coming from the
environment. In a discrete setting, we can consider
that Lo is a linear combination of a finite number M of
basis functions that model the light sources and can,
hence, be described as an M -dimensional coefficient
~ o . Correspondingly, the transport operator is
vector L
a matrix T of size N × M , where N is the number of
pixels in the images used as optimization constraints
and, as before, the desired number of observation
pixels o provided by the user. The condition that the
volume properties are constant during this optimization implies that T is constant as well. Reconstruction
then consists in determining an optimal outgoing
~ o that best satisfies
radiance from the environment L
the following equation in a least-squares sense:
~ o.
o = TL
To determine T, we need to evaluate Eq. 1. It is
~ o represents only coefficients
important to note, that L
for predefined basis functions. In our case we consider
directional light sources that represent a sampled
environment map. But also other basis functions, e.g.,
describing local light sources could be used in the
optimization framework. The previous equation is
similar to the ones we derived earlier and, as we
will show in the next section, we can apply a similar
optimization scheme. Nonetheless, we will also see
that a few additional steps need to be added in order
to make the solution efficient (Sec. 5.3).

5

I MPLEMENTATION

In order to ensure a quick feedback to the user,
we map our optimization to the GPU via compute
shaders in OpenGL. We first describe the details for
the optimization of the volume parameters (Sec. 5.1).
We then introduce extensions to the method and
additional acceleration details (Sec. 5.2). The light
optimization (Sec. 5.3) is solved in a similar way,
but requires some additional precomputation steps in
order to speed up the optimization and to make it
practical. In both cases, this mapping is not direct, as
special care is needed regarding memory and multithreading management.
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5.1

Volume Reconstruction

The matrix W is large (total count of constraint pixels × number of basis functions), the linear system
is ill-conditioned, and, finally, we seek a physically
plausible, i. e. , a non-negative solution.
Fortunately, W is sparse because each row is derived by a ray passing through the volume, intersecting only a low number of basis functions υ i . Still it
would be too much to keep all in memory. Instead, we
implicitly solve the system by performing a conjugate
gradient minimization [43] of the quadratic function
||Wa − o||2 . All necessary steps of the conjugate gradient method are carried out on the GPU and involve
3D textures to represent the vectors. Operations on
these vectors are implemented as shaders.
We employ the conjugate gradient method due to
its fast convergence, but, for clarity, we illustrate the
required operations by describing a standard gradient
descent which yields the same minimum. The main
ingredients are:
1) the computation of the gradient WT (Wa − o),
2) an update of the current solution a by adding a
scaled version of the gradient,
3) an iteration of the previous two steps.
Performing the update is straightforward, but the
computation of the gradient is not.
To understand WT (Wa − o), we examine its
elements step by step. The matrix W encodes
volume rendering (e.g., for  Eq. (6)): Wa =
R
P i i
T (xk , xt ) σt (xt )
i a υ (xt ) . Hence, Wa is dec r
termined by rendering a volume with properties
a, yielding multiple images. Next, computing c :=
(. . . , ck , . . .)T := Wa−o is an image operation. Applying WT to c is the back-projection step that distributes
the residual error over all voxels, a data scattering
operation: Each value ck is associated to a constraint
pixel k. It needs to be scattered to those voxels that
are traversed by ray-marching the ray associated with
pixel k, weighted according to the voxel’s influence on
k. In other words, we perform a ray marching that is
very similar to the rendering computation with W.
In fact, both operations are so similar, that almost the same code is used. In rendering, which
implements the multiplication by W, we use raymarching to sum the voxel contributions along the
ray: outRadiance += weight · texRead(a, rayPos). The
variable weight includes the transmittance between
the current marching position rayPos and the ray
origin due to the volumes’ extinction, as well as the
value of the basis function at the current position. To
implement the multiplication by WT , this single line
is exchanged by texWriteAdd(a, rayPos, weight · ck ).
Reusing the code is also beneficial as the weight
values match up perfectly, and, consequently, the
implicitly constructed matrices W and WT agree with
each other. This is also reflected in the pseudo code
in Listing 1.

void main() {
#ifdef RENDERING
vec4 outputRadiance = vec4(0);
#elif defined(BACKPROJECT)
vec4 backProj = texelFetch(texProj, pixelIdx);
#endif
// setup view ray
Ray ray = getRay(pixelIdx, cameraData);
vec2 startEndRay = intersect(ray, volumeBBox);
float dSurface = texRead(texDepth, pixelIdx).r;
startEndRay = min(startEndRay, dSurface.xx);
advanceRay(ray, enterExitVolume.x);
vec4 sumExt = vec4(0);
// perform ray marching
for(int i=0;
i < (startEndRay.y-startEndRay.x)/rayStepSize;
++i)
{
// account for extinction
vec4 extinction = texRead(volExtinction, ray);
vec4 weight = exp(-sumExt)*(1-exp(extinction));
#ifdef RENDERING
outputRadiance += weight*
texRead(volEmission, ray);
#elif defined(BACKPROJECT)
texWriteAdd(volEmission, ray, weight*backProj);
#endif
sumExt += extinction;
advanceRay(ray, rayStepSize);
}
#ifdef RENDERING
texWrite(imgRendering, pixelIdx, outputRadiance);
#endif
}

Listing 1. Pseudo code: rendering and backprojection

5.2

Optimizations and Extensions

Data scattering performance can be improved by
following a few observations. While multiplying with
W is efficient and directly parallelized as usual
when stepping through the volume per pixel, the
situation is different for multiplication by WT . As
we scatter data (texture writes are realized via
shader_image_load_store), synchronization issues may occur. Rays of neighboring pixels will likely
write to the same voxel. To avoid the resulting stall,
we use an interleaved pattern of 6 × 6 pixels. In each
round, only one ray of these sub-windows is shot,
decreasing the number of conflicts and speeding up
the computation by ≈ 10%. Further, the use of 16bit
instead of 32bit textures leads to a speedup of ≈ 25%
due to the reduced bandwidth.
Higher precision is obtained when using accurate
ray traversal [44] instead of marching. For several
basis-function choices, e.g., nearest-neighbor or linear
(which we use), an accurate integral can be computed.
This applies for the accumulated transmittance value
during volume traversal as well as the weight of the
basis function itself.
Regularization is a standard way of stabilizing
and controlling the optimization. Usually, additional
quadratic terms, modeling prior knowledge about
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the solution space, are added to the quadratic error function to address numerical ill-conditioning. A
Laplacian term kLak2 can smooth the overall volume.
kak2 minimizes the solution, while ka − 1k2 biases it
towards one. Each of these regularizers is controlled
by user-defined weights. Thus, when optimizing for
albedo and emission, we can specify which element
to favor and, e.g., minimize emission. In practice, we
use weak weights (i.e., 2−9 ), which proved sufficient
for a stable solution.
Constraint image weights are often desirable to
give different parts of an image more importance than
others. They are also handy when creating transitions,
e.g., when editing only a part of the volume. These
per-constraint pixel weights can be easily integrated
into the conjugate gradient method and need to be
multiplied with the vector Wa − o. An additional
usage of weights is to steer the optimization process
and favor certain parts. For example, one can consider
putting more importance to the salient or important
elements in the input images. The lowered weights
give more room to the optimization of other views.
Visual Hulls can be used to limit the domain
of solution [14], which increases quality and performance. In case of the emission/albedo optimization,
we only consider voxels with non-zero extinction, as
the other areas have no influence on the rendering.
For estimating extinction itself, the input views of
the user can be transformed into masks automatically,
or, alternatively, the user can specify arbitrary masks
(projections of the desired visual hull) as additional
input to the optimization. Those masks do not need
to align with any of the input images, the parts of
the volume that are outside the visual hull are simply
ignored during the optimization.
Refraction occurs for non-constant refractive indices and rays are bent during the traversal. Our reconstruction scheme can handle arbitrary integration
curves c of known geometry (cf. Eq. 1), which enables
us to use more complex paths than a straight line.
To compute the refractive ray paths in our volumetric
setting, we resort to the Euler forward scheme of [45].
Differing resolutions can be chosen for the different properties of the volume. In practice, albedo
and emission can be of lower resolution without
sacrificing too much quality. Hereby, computations are
accelerated and memory usage is reduced. Although
our software supports this possibility, we did not
make use of it in the presented results.
5.3 Light Reconstruction
We have seen in the previous section that the optimization of the environmental lighting can also be
described as the least-squares solution of a linear
~ o . As for the optimization of volume
system: o = T L
parameters, we will have to execute two matrix multiplications to converge to the optimal result; multi~o
plying with T propagates the outgoing radiance L

to the constraint pixels, and multiplying with TT is a
data scattering process to the light source coefficients.
In other words, the light source coefficients take the
role of the volume property to be optimized for and
T replaces the matrix W. While it is, hence, possible
to directly execute the same scheme as for W, such a
direct solution would not be efficient.
The implicit construction of T is much more costly
than it is for W, so an on the fly evaluation is
no option for acceptable performance. The reason is
that T is no longer sparse - it encodes the complete
light scattering in the scene. Consequently, we need
precomputation strategies and store intermediate representations. We describe two different strategies; the
first is to compute and store T entirely, but memory consumption grows linearly with the number
of constraint pixels, the second strategy is slightly
costlier during the optimization, but has a memory
consumption linear in the size of the volume times
the number of light coefficients. As in many cases,
a few coefficients (around 16) are enough to capture
the light’s influence on the participating media sufficiently, the memory cost is manageable.
The first strategy works as follows. For each given
light coefficient, we compute its influence on each
constraint pixel, which corresponds directly to one
column in T. In other words, if all constraint pixels
formed an image, we would simply render this image
~ io for which only the
using an environmental lighting L
th
i coefficient is equal to one, all others zero. Each of
these render steps will deliver one column of T. In
practice, any off-the-shelf renderer can be used, such
as Optix [46]. During execution of the optimization
steps, we can directly recover the needed coefficients
from T. This choice leads to a very efficient optimization, but T has size light coefficients times constraint
pixels, which implies that memory consumption grows
with the artistic input.
Alternatively, we propose to store light volumes; we
determine the result of the light transport for each
~ io to each voxel in the volume. In other words,
L
~ io and store the lit
we light the voxel volume with L
~ io on a
volume voli . To compute the influence of L
given constraint pixel, one can shoot the corresponding ray through the volume and gather the values
from voli . Intuitively, this process is equivalent to
associating each light-source coefficient to a lightsource volume (the stored values can, in fact, be
treated as an emission term). During the optimization,
the multiplication with T is again a ray traversal,
during which information can be collected from all
voli simultaneously and stored in the constraint pixels. The multiplication with TT then has to distribute
the residuals to the light coefficients, just like in the
case of volume optimization, only that the values are
stored in the volume, but the light coefficient vector.
We again encounter performance issues if we add
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6

R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

While the target images for the optimization can be
arbitrary, a typical workflow is to render the volume
with its current parameters (e.g., in the beginning with
constant emission/albedo parameters) and modify
the renderings to reflect the desired output. In all our
examples we used Adobe Photoshop R to produce the
desired target images. Other image editing tools, such
as [47] or [48], would also be possible.
We ran the optimizations on a PC with an Intel
x5650 and a nVidia 560Ti with fast execution times,
even for medium sized voxel grids. For light optimization, the computation cost scales linearly with
the number of light coefficients. A few are usually
sufficient and lead to acceptable computation times.
For the volume optimization, the execution times
for different numbers of ray marching steps, voxel
resolution, and input images using the volume optimization are given in Fig. 4. In practice, twice the
number of ray marching steps for the length of the
diagonal as the number of voxels along an axis is
a good choice. The process converges after three to
five conjugate gradient steps. For 1283 voxels, 256 ray
marching steps, 460K constraint pixels (2 views), the
result (Fig. 7) is computed in less than two seconds.
With 2.3M constraint pixels (10 views) the computation takes seven seconds (Fig. 9).
For the light optimization, the execution times are
given in Fig. 5. In general, good results can be
achieved with a low number of light coefficients.
Optimizing for 16 coefficients on a 1283 volume with
2.3M constraint pixels (10 views), takes only around
three seconds.

64
128
256
512

volume resolution

323 643
47 65
64 86
98 126
164 207

1283
143
168
217
317

64
323
47
79
113
143

steps/diag.

vol. resolution
# of views
480x480
pixels each

ray marching
steps / diagonal

2 views
480x480
pixels each

2
4
6
8

128
64 3
86
143
203
256

256
1283
217
334
454
574

Fig. 4. Timings in ms per iteration (six for convergence)
for the volume optimization of the hand example. Left:
volume resolution vs. ray marching steps (relative to
volume diagonal), more steps estimate the integrals
more accurately. Right: volume resolution vs. # of
views. The resolution of the volume was fixed to 1283 .
10 views, 640x360 pixels each; 256 ray marching steps (relative to volume diagonal)

16 0.62 0.63 0.63
64 2.39 2.44 2.46
256 10.28 10.28 10.52

light coeffs.

16 0.2 0.2 0.27
64 0.78 0.81 1.07
256 3.72 3.75 5.39

optimimemory
light volume resolution
light volume resolution
zation
consump
3
3
3
iteration
-tion
32 64 128
323 643 1283
light coeﬀs.

light
light volume resolution
precomputation
323 643 1283
light coeﬀs.

~ io in
the residuals during the ray traversal directly to L
each step. Even when accumulating the result along
the entire ray trajectory and adding the result only
~ io , we would need to use atomics as
at the end to L
multiple rays will write to the same coefficient. Hence,
many threads need to write to the same memory
location, especially when using only a few light coefficients, causing serialization and low performance.
We store these residuals with each ray and perform
a mipmapping procedure to gather instead of scatter
all ray contributions. The highest level of the mipmap
~ io .
pyramid then contains the values for L
The flexibility and independence of the artist’s input, makes the second approach the preferred solution. While the memory consumption is significant
(light coefficients times light volume resolution, for
an isotropic phase function), it is usually acceptable.
It would further be possible to reduce GPU memory
usage if really needed. One strategy is to perform multiple ray traversals; during each traversal, only some
voli are kept in the actual GPU memory, occupying
only a small amount of memory at once. Nonetheless,
exchanging the voli set is costly.

16
64
256

2
8
32

16 128
64 512
256 2048

Fig. 5. Timings in seconds / memory consumption in
MB for City data set (10 views, each 640 × 360 pixels). The volume resolution of the underlying extinction
volume was fixed to 1283 and, correspondingly, the
number of ray marching steps set to 256. The tables
show number of light coefficients vs. light volume resolution. Left: time for pre-computation of light volumes.
Middle: time for a single optimization iteration (six for
convergence). Right: memory consumption of the light
volumes. The overall speed scales directly with the
number of light coefficients. The light volume resolution
has a minor impact on the performance as it is further
dominated by the number of ray marching steps, which
need to correspond to the resolution of the underlying
extinction volume. This behavior is equal to the volume
optimization.

In the following, we illustrate our method on several examples and describe the intent of each of
the stylizations. It took a user roughly 2 minutes to
produce the smoke hand, 20 min for the volcano, 15
min for the city cloud, and 4 min for the refraction.

Smoke Hand
shows a particular case where the goal is to add
imprinted logos in the volume. These were added
to the user-provided views. When optimizing albedo
and emission, the result is a close match to the input
(Fig. 7, top) and intermediate views look appealing
and plausible (middle). One can also modify emission
or albedo only (bottom), in which case the result deviates from the input and can no longer match it perfectly. Emission can only lighten, albedo only darken
the appearance (following physical constraints). Depending on the realism and desired material, these
could be adequate choices as well.
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Original volume

Stylized volume

Stylized volume
with multiple scattering

Target images
for stylization

Fig. 6. Stylization of the static smoke of a volcano; original volume (left), intermediate views of the result after
optimization (middle), rendering with multiple scattering (unlimited bounces) of the optimized volume (right).
While we optimize only for single-scattering, the results remain suitable for a full light transport simulation, leading
only to a minor loss in contrast. To account for the additional energy, we globally scaled the emission and
incoming light such that the resulting images have similar brightness. The right-most column shows all userdrawn images.

Volcano Stylization
demonstrates the effectiveness of our system, using
the volume optimization. The scene shows a static
smoke cloud from a volcano (Fig. 6). The stylization
intends to make the volcano appear more active with
ongoing dynamics.
Six input images (as for the faces of a cube) were
used (480 × 480 pixel, Fig. 6, right-most column)
to change the appearance of the smoke, resulting
in appealing renderings from any viewing angle. A
lower number of target images is insufficient for a
good appearance all around the object. In general,

only parts that are specified in at least a single view
change, all other parts (e.g., smoke inside the volcano,
occluded by the volcano itself) remain unaltered.
Consequently, edges can appear between constrained
and unconstrained regions. Also, as constraint pixels affect only voxels along their corresponding ray,
insufficient views may induce stripe patterns into
the volume. However, applying a weak Laplacian
regularizer introduces diffusion between neighboring
voxels, reducing both, stripe and edge artifacts greatly
without smoothing too much of the intricate detail.
The effect of rendering the stylized volume under
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Original volume

Optimized volume
User-deﬁned input views
Intermediate views

Optimized Volume
- equal to target -

Intermediate views

Emission-only
optimized volume

Albedo-only
optimized volume

Fig. 7. Logos on a smoke hand. Top: original appearance next to the optimized result (emission and
albedo). The images of the reconstruction are indistinguishable from the desired input views. Middle: Intermediate views appear plausible. Bottom: left two images use only emission, hence cannot fully match the
desired appearance as light is only added. The other
two use only albedo, this time, light is only removed.

Fig. 8. Reconstruction of extinction in a refractive
volume to absorb light of the background. Left, middle: results for user-defined views, rightmost column:
intermediate views.

Target images

Light
optimization

Volume
optimization

multiple scattering is shown in the right column of
Fig. 6. The appearance remains pleasing, although
multiple scattering was not included in our optimization process. It acts like a blur, that reduces details,
but the resulting rendering remains consistent.
Extinction and Refraction
is shown in Fig. 8. Here, we illustrate the use of our
extinction optimization to show the construction of
complex shapes and also to illustrate the compatibility of our solution with bent rays due to continuous refraction. The user provided four input views
(growth of a tree) and our reconstruction computed
extinction coefficients (per wavelength) that attenuate
the background light such as to match the provided
images. In the example, the volume does not scatter
or emit any light, i. e. , Lm = 0. In this reconstruction process, the shape of the volume is implicitly
defined by the volume of varying refractive index.
The refraction indices were generated using a random
process restricted to the inside of a glass sphere. We
used per-pixel weights to concentrate the importance
on the main parts of the user images, which leads to a
less constrained boundary and a more variable shape.
Due to the refraction, the intermediate views appear
randomly colored. We imagine, such a combination of
refraction and extinction could e.g. be used in a game,
where the user has to find the correct viewpoint to

Fig. 9. Comparison of the reconstruction results (subtracted background): user-drawn input images (left),
results after light optimization (middle), results after
volume optimization (right).

see a certain image, in order to obtain hints to solve
a puzzle.
Cloud Stylization
illustrates the expressiveness of our system. The scene
shows a cloud over a city and the goal is to achieve
a “frightening” look when on one side of the cloud,
a calm appearance on the other side.
The user modified ten views (640×360 pixel, a selection is shown in Fig. 9, left) by contrast enhancement
and blending with a red mask. The resulting input
images were inconsistent in parts, as each was independently designed. Yet, our least-squares solutions
ensure a valid reconstruction that closely matches the
desired scene appearance and extrapolates well.
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Light
Light + Volume
Light
Light + Volume
optimization optimization optimization optimization

Fig. 12. Optimized environment map in latitudelongitude format. The lower half is omitted as the center
directions of the light sources were chosen to be on the
upper hemisphere only.

Fig. 10. Pair-wise comparison: applying volume optimization (right in pair) on the result of light optimization
(left in pair) can better match the desired appearance,
using the same target images. Contrast can be locally
decreased (top), but also increased (middle, bottom)
according to the target images.

Original environment map
Optimized environment map
Fig. 11. Cloud Stylization via environmental lighting.
The volume’s original appearance (top) is changed due
to a new environment map (bottom). The views are
different from the target images.

We applied two different optimization strategies.
First, we modified the environmental illumination
(Fig. 11). As light basis functions, we used 128
uniformly-distributed disc lights restricted to the upper hemisphere that cover a constant solid angle with
a soft falloff. The resulting environment map (all light

sources splat into the image) is illustrated in Fig. 12.
It is important to notice that an isotropic volume
acts as a low-pass filter; from the light source to
the camera, as well as from the camera to the light
sources. Hence, the matching to the target images cannot be perfect. High frequency information, such as
the logos in Fig. 7, cannot be reproduced in this case.
Consequently, the resulting environmental lighting is
also of a low frequency, justifying the low number of
light coefficients. In practice, as few as 16 coefficients
are often sufficient.
The volume optimization on the city data set, is able
to reconstruct higher frequencies because the volume
is modified locally (Fig. 9). In fact, when allowing
for emission, light optimization is theoretically redundant. It can be useful to include, e.g. when certain
volume properties are not supposed to change or if
emission is to be avoided. It is also a good means
for rapid preview, as even a single view can be used
without introducing any potential high-frequency artifacts stemming from a very low number of input
images during the property reconstruction. Further,
optimizing for light has a more global character as
each light source affects the entire volume, which may
be desired. It naturally connects the appearance of the
volume to the rest of the scene, when lit with the same
environmental illumination (Fig. 10).
Animation
While our optimization targets static volumes, a solution for animated and dynamic volumes would be of
interest. Here, we analyze a simple extension, but we
leave a full solution of this problem to future work.
If the volumetric data set is static, one way of
incorporating a changing environment (e.g., light conditions and time-based constraints) would be to find
the best solution (in a least-squares sense) over time,
which can be achieved by our approach by extending
the constraint system.
The more interesting case are dynamic volumes.
Here, a straightforward solution is to use keyframing and optimization for multiple volumes at different time steps that are linearly blended together to
produce in-between frames. Yet, this simple solution
can lead to problems; if the extinction is zero at a
location in two neighboring key frames, only random
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values are derived at these locations. If the volume’s
animation now passes through this region, the result
could be arbitrary. Using the Laplace regularizer as
a diffusion process, can solve this issue, as it extends
the emission/albedo definitions into regions with zero
extinction. Please refer to the video for an example.
A more advanced optimization of dynamic volumes, requires an understanding of the volume’s
underlying dynamics and is beyond the scope of
this paper. One could, e.g., couple the optimized
emission/albedo volume and the animated extinction
volume by a flow field. The latter could directly
come from a fluid simulation or be a reconstructed
volumetric flow. Hereby, one could link voxel values
over time, according to the flow. Currently, we can
only add such constraints to the same voxel over time,
making the definition of key frames only slightly more
flexible. The additional flow information would allow
more expressive and appealing results, but it would
also lead to a computational and memory overhead.
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C ONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel approach to stylize static
volumes. We show that a desired scene appearance
can be defined via a number of target views that
our approach then optimizes for. We consider two
scenarios to solve for a specific volume appearance:
the modification of volume properties and the modification of environmental illumination. In both cases,
we show how to formalize the task as a linear optimization problem. The optimization depends on the
solution of a large linear system. Its solution is made
practical by employing an efficient GPU-friendly implementation that avoids the explicit construction of
the system. Further, we illustrate the usefulness, expressiveness, and variety of our system with a collection of different examples.
In the future, multiple scattering could be interesting, but it results in a non-linear optimization. It
comes with two additional challenges, how to quickly
project a volume after parameters have been selected
and how to back project the residual. A potential avenue could be a combination of voxel-based
out-of-core rendering [49] and approximate indirect
illumination[50]. Finally, we made a small step in the
direction of animation, but fully dynamic volumes
remain a challenge.
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